The Magic of Magnet Healing
Magnets have always caught the attention of young and old with
their almost magical property of attraction and repulsion. Who
would have thought that the delightful black stonelike articles
could be of medicinal value.
Magnets have unique molecular structure where all atoms
are aligned in the same direction. This causes all the electrons to
spin in same or parallel planes and a force is created which has
property to push (North Pole) on one side and pull on the other
side (South Pole).
The North Pole pushes (infuses) energy so it is useful for application in parts of
body which are low on energy eg. Low circulation, Hypothyroidism Nerve weakness.
The South Pole pulls in energy so it is useful in cases where there is excess energy
eg. Congestion, Hyperthyroidism, Painful area, etc.
In Ancient Ayurveda , Magnets were recommended for the treatment of Menstrual
Pain and also excess bleeding during menses. Local Application of Magnets can be from
around 15 minutes to ½ hour at a stretch and frequency can be 3times a day.
In severe cases like cancers the South Pole can be used even up to 6 hours or
longer. The South Pole removes the excess energy in the tumors and thus reduces its
ability to grow and multiply. Prolonged treatment can completely shrink and cure the
tumors.
Another useful aspect of Magnet Therapy is Magnetized water. This can be
Bipolar (exposed to both poles of a magnet or Unipolar exposed to either North or South
Pole.Bipolar water is useful in increasing overall energy, reducing stress, treatment of
blockages in arteries and dissolving Kidney Stones.
Unipolar South water is useful for fevers and throat congestions and gastritis. Unipolar
North water is useful for very low energy conditions and for low Blood pressure.
The Magnets themselves have a immortal life unless they are banged hard or
exposed to Boiling water.
Thus Magnets are Natures gift to mankind as they provide an extremely
inexpensive way to treat Multitude of illnesses.
When the magic of magnets gets married to the amazing effectivity of
acupuncture.You get the ultimate science of a painless yet perfect system.By affixing
magnets on acupunctute points you can get all the effects of Acupuncture sans the pain.
This helps to increase the effectively of Magnet Therapy to cover almost all the
possible diseases.

INTERESTING FACT
IT IS SAID THAT THE LEGENDARY CLEOPATRA USED MAGNETS ON HER
FOREHEAD TO PRESERVE HER BEAUTY &YOUTH
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